SHAPERS OF WEST MIDLANDS

Another Scot drawn to Birmingham was the chemist
and industrialist James Keir. Having met Darwin in his
native Edinburgh, where both were students, Keir was
lured to the West Midlands by the opportunity for
companionship and new business ventures across the wider
region. He was followed, in 1777, by the engineer William
Murdoch who left his father’s Ayrshire mill to join the
Soho works, on the recommendation of his fellow Scot,
James Boswell, where he became Boulton and Watt's
principal pattern maker and an assistant engine builder.
Others travelled shorter distances. The Shropshire-born
physician William Withering arrived, at Darwin’s invitation,
in 1775 following a decade’s medical practice in Stafford.
Withering’s move came thirty years after that of the
historian, William Hutton, who had previously worked as a
Nottingham stocking-maker. Hutton’s first impressions
capture the optimism that must have influenced Keir,
Murdoch, Withering and others. As he wrote in his History
of Birmingham (1782): ‘I had seen faces elsewhere tinctured
with an idle gloom void of meaning, but here, with a
pleasing alertness. Their appearance was strongly marked
with the modes of civil life … I was treated with an easy
freedom by all.’
To those who came later these attractions were enhanced
by the networks around the Lunar Society. But reading a
wider range of West Midlands lives also highlights alternative
forms of social interaction and knowledge exchange. For the
Plymley sisters in Shropshire, or the Derbyshire Jacsons, for
example, connections were fostered through literary and
correspondence networks, in which as ever Erasmus Darwin
loomed large. For others, social ties were born of proximity.
In 1752 the physician John Ash moved from Coventry to
Temple Row, Birmingham, where he practised medicine
and became a leading advocate for a new infirmary. Though
not a Lunar man, Ash developed close links with the circle
following William Small’s arrival in 1766 and Small’s decision
to share consulting rooms with Ash, with whom he also
campaigned for the city hospital. In 1775, following Small’s
early death, Withering took up the share of Ash’s Temple
Row rooms, and likewise established a firm friendship with
the older physician. It was a relationship that brought
professional as well as personal benefits. Now best known for
describing the effects of foxglove, Digitalis purpurea, in heart
disease, Withering was first introduced to the medical
potential of the plant by John Ash.

Disputes
Withering’s study of digitalis also points to another aspect
of the West Midlands Enlightenment. For all the talk of
intellectual collaboration, and the undoubted strength of
networks forged, a biographical perspective reminds us that
these individuals were also ambitious, competitive and
touchy. Though capable of firm friendships, Withering for
one was not given to social niceties. It was this that drew
him into a series of disputes with fellow-thinkers, most
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notably Erasmus Darwin, on the matter of who had first introduced
digitalis into medical practice.
Lichfield was the location for another contest, this time between the
poet Anna Seward and the maverick Lunar man Thomas Day over his
plan to cultivate his ideal wife by educating an orphan girl (see article by
Kate Iles). Day is best known for this unusual episode, but his contribution
to the Enlightenment was not always so unorthodox.
He co-wrote The Dying Negro (1773), one of the earliest tracts to
condemn the injustices of African slavery, which at the time was a notably
bold and progressive stance to adopt.

The Application of Knowledge

T

hat many of Day’s associates also supported abolitionism
offers two final insights into the character of the West
Midlands Enlightenment. First, is the interchange of
enlightened principles and practices: the application of
knowledge for tangible outcomes, and the use of these
outcomes to promote Enlightenment ideals further. Among the latter,
the most celebrated remains Wedgwood’s manufacture of medallions,
bearing the figure of a chained man and the legend ‘Am I not a Man
and a Brother?’, in support of anti-slavery. But biographies in the Oxford
DNB also highlight other instances whereby Enlightenment methods
served more prosaic, but far-reaching, notions of social improvement:
the ‘polite’ tea ware of the Derby ceramicist William Duesbury (17251786), for example; or James Keir’s application of chemistry for the
mass production of soap at his 20-acre site at Tipton, near Dudley,
second only to Soho in scale.
Keir also embodies a second characteristic of those who shaped the
West Midlands Enlightenment, namely, their breath-taking range of
interests and activities. Prominent figures like Darwin and Priestley
have long enjoyed reputations as polymaths. But as a biographical
approach shows, this quest for knowledge, pursued across multiple
disciplines, was the norm in almost any life we choose to explore. ●
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Industrial wealth made possible the learned
leisure of two brothers from Herefordshire who
contributed to the West Midlands Enlightenment the art connoisseur and freethinker Richard Payne
Knight and the horticulturist Thomas Andrew
Knight. Their activities remind us that the
institutional settings for the West Midlands
Enlightenment lay not in universities, but in the
world of learned clubs and societies.
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Portrait of Thomas Andrew Knight,
January 1837 by Edmund Ward Gill. Knight holds
a branch of oak in his hand.
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he family’s origins are reflected in Richard’s middle
name; his grandmother Elizabeth Payne was married to
Richard Knight (1659-1745), who built up an
ironmaking empire which, by the mid-eighteenth
century, accounted for about eight per cent of Britain’s
pig-iron output. The Knight family’s forge and furnace at Bringewood,
Herefordshire, was sited on the Downton estate, which Richard Payne
Knight - then still only in his early teens – inherited in 1765.

Richard Payne Knight
Richard Payne Knight (1751-1824) was a member of the Society of
Dilettanti, a group of gentlemanly connoisseurs who had travelled in
Italy and Greece, where they studied arts and antiquities. The work
which established his notoriety, An Account of the Remains of the Worship
of Priapus, was published under the auspices of the Dilettanti in 1786.
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Thomas Andrew Knight
Richard’s younger brother Thomas Andrew Knight (1759–1838) was a
notable experimenter in the fields of horticulture and plant physiology.
At his country seat at Elton, Shropshire - where he lived before
succeeding to Downton Castle in 1806 – T A Knight studied the

grafting and diseases of fruit trees and undertook ingenious
experiments to test the movement of sap in plants. His commitment to
improvements in fruit cultivation, and breeding of new fruit varieties
in particular, drew him into the newly-founded (Royal) Horticultural
Society, of which he was the second president from 1811 to 1838. His
work was assisted by his eldest daughter Frances, who helped to
complete the magnificent illustrations of the county's apple and pear
varieties for his Pomona Herefordiensis, published under the auspices of
the Agricultural Society of Herefordshire between 1808 and 1811.

No Time for Universities
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The explicit illustrations of phallic offerings were scandalous enough, but
the most shocking aspect of Payne Knight’s book was his identification
of phallic cults with Christianity, which he presented as a religion whose
origins and practices could be identified with paganism. In 1794 he was
denounced by the satirist Thomas James Mathias, in a long poem whose
principal target was the Lunar Society figure, Erasmus Darwin.
Although not personally connected with the Lunar Society, Payne
Knight shared its members’ enthusiasm for the toppling of the old order
in France. In his didactic poem, The Progress of Civil Society (1796), he
attacked the Church and oppressive governments as hindrances to the
improvement of humanity. His views, like those of Erasmus Darwin,
were parodied in the government-sponsored journal, The Anti-Jacobin.
As a Member of Parliament, representing Ludlow from 1784 until
1806, he was a follower of Charles James Fox in opposition to the
regime of William Pitt. Knight made little impact in politics. His
writings, though, established him as an outspoken critic of the existing
order and an unrelenting advocate of free inquiry in all areas of
knowledge and belief.
On the family estate he designed Downton Castle, a castellated
mansion overlooking the Teme valley, which embodied his ideas of taste.

The younger Knight had a brief and unrewarding time at Balliol
College, Oxford. Richard Payne Knight had missed university
altogether, going instead on the Grand Tour. Late in life he singled out
Oxford University’s archaic curriculum, and idle, ‘monkish’ residents
for one of his characteristic assaults on institutions of the existing
establishment. ●
Dr Mark Curthoys is Research Editor, 19th and 20th Centuries, Oxford Dictionary
of National Biography
Further Reading
See the articles on Richard Payne Knight (written C. Stumpf-Condry and S.J.
Skedd), Thomas Andrew Knight (Janet Brown), the Knight family of ironmasters
(Laurence Ince) and the Society of Dilettanti (Jason M. Kelly) in the Oxford DNB.
Freely available online with your public library ticket at
http://www.oxforddnb.com
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